
Bracket for Uniloc coin deposit system 77.72704.51-0000
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 Ben's Cart is a shopping trolley designed for shopping 
with children with disabilities. The child can take part in the 
shopping trip and the parents do not need to organise sup-
port for this period. This service offered by Wanzl makes it 
easier for customers to organise their daily shopping needs.
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Park Ben's Cart behind the customer’s car using the 
brake castor. Release the safety belt on the trolley and lift 
the child into the trolley. Fasten the safety belt. Release 
the brake on the rear castor and away you go.

With four steering castors 
and a fifth wheel, the trolley 
stays on track and can be 
steered on the spot.

The adjustable safety 
belt keeps the child safe-
ly on the seat.

Seat made of soft, UV-resist-
ant padding, easy to wash 
and very robust.

Function

Safe for the child

Finish

Standard design

Easy to manoeuvre

Order no.

EL212 shopping trolley

High gloss, galvanised, chrome-plated and painted

Basket volume (litres)
Total load capacity (kg)

Uniloc coin deposit system, without chain

Length x width x height (mm) 

Loading capacity of child safety seat (kg)

Accessories

02.18533.51-V007 

97
132

01.80310.92-9005

1204 x 632 x 1017

35

Chassis made of robust flat oval pipe. Narrow meshed basket 
made of steel wire. Seat surface made of steel wire with pad-
ded seat. Adjustable safety belt. 
Finish: High gloss galvanised and chrome-plated with 
baked on plastic paint protection.
Castors: Original Wanzl castors, 125 mm diameter, rubber 
tread, one castor with brake. Deflector rings to protect the 
trolley and store fittings. 5th wheel, diameter 100 mm, 
rubber tread.

Park Ben’s Cart

Ben’s Cart

Place the child in the trolley Fasten the safety belt

Two sturdy wire bows act 
as “steps” for the child’s 
feet and remove strain 
from their legs.

Step


